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In this paper, I present arguments and suggestions for the improvement of
the scientific study of synaesthesia, and particularly grapheme-colour
synaesthesia in relation to psycholinguistic research, although the principles
I advocate can be easily adapted to any subfield of synaesthesia study.
I postulate that the current state of research on synaesthesia in general,
and on grapheme-colour synaesthesia in particular, suffers from a lack of
exploratory evidence and essential groundwork upon which to build hypothesis-testing studies. In particular, I argue that synaesthesia research has
been artificially bounded by assumptions about the nature of synaesthetic
experiences, which constrain both the questions that researchers ask and the
way in which they go about answering those questions. As a specific example,
I detail how much of the current research on grapheme-colour synaesthesia is
built to accommodate two major assumptions about the nature of colours
for letters and for words—assumptions which I will contend are not
universally true, and the exceptions to which point to a much richer and
heterogeneous understanding of synaesthetic experience than current research
practices capture. The top-down predetermination of what is important or
meaningful to measure, and what is not, has subsequently impeded a full
understanding of what synaesthesia is and how it works. I argue that these
assumptions must be carefully addressed and evaluated, both for the particular case of grapheme-colour synaesthesia and for the field as a whole, to move
towards a holistic and fruitful understanding of synaesthesia as a phenomenon and as a tool to study language, thought and perception. To that end,
I propose specific recommendations for synaesthesia researchers to solidify
and expand their understanding and to capture the actual experience
of synaesthetes.
This article is part of a discussion meeting issue ‘Bridging senses: novel
insights from synaesthesia’.

1. Introduction
In the last few decades, research interest has intensified in the phenomenon of
synaesthesia, which is characterized by unusual and automatically evoked experiences (termed concurrents, such as a specific colour like blood red) in response to
everyday stimuli (termed inducers, such as a letter like A; [1,2]. Grapheme-colour
synaesthesia, in particular, experiencing automatic impressions of colour for letters
and/or words, represents more than a quarter of all cases of synaesthesia, or about
1% of the general population [3–6]. Although still uncommon, this puts the number
of grapheme-colour synaesthetes worldwide in the tens of millions. Graphemecolour synaesthesia, therefore, presents a striking opportunity to study human
perception and cognition using these extraordinary colour experiences.
Case studies conducted early on in the modern scientific investigation
of synaesthesia focused primarily on describing the complex and varying experiences that a synaesthete might have. One widely cited early study [7] documented
‘coloured-hearing’ synaesthete EP’s experiences. Besides formalizing test-retest
consistency over time as the main method of establishing the genuineness of
© 2019 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.

and the type and breadth of data that they collect to investigate
those questions. This paper will first discuss some potential
issues with the assumptions that currently underlie research
into grapheme-colour synaesthesia and suggest new directions
to deepen our understanding.

2. Current assumptions

3. Number of colours per word
The first assumption to address is that synaesthetes experience a
single colour associated with each word. This widely accepted
assumption is supported by circular design: synaesthesia
researchers often only allow synaesthetes the option of a
single colour per word. No further colours are asked for or
accepted, leading to the impression that that one colour comprises the whole-word colour. Having only a single colour
per word also simplifies the data processing and analysis of
complex colour and linguistic information very substantially,
which may also explain why this paradigm is useful to researchers. However, if this single whole-word colour does not, in fact,
capture the actual experience of synaesthetes, then it does not
matter how much is gained in elegance of analysis, when the
underlying operationalization—and therefore the accuracy
and generalizability of the results—is restricted from the outset.
Indeed, when given the chance to describe their word colours, case studies document multiple colours: for example,
the city name Catonsville appealed to synaesthete MLS because
of its ‘browns and greens and this nice shiny N’ [22], and
synaesthete MD mentioned that banana was yellow although
it ‘should be dark blue and black’ [9]. Simner et al. [14] also
showed that letters downstream in a word could reinforce
the synaesthete’s colour experiences (e.g. the synaesthetic
colour of ether named more quickly than that of ethos), implying
that multiple colours in a word are pertinent to the whole
word’s colour. More recently, in a study (as yet unpublished)
investigating the link between synaesthetic and canonical
colour associations [23], the online test apparatus concluded
with an open-answer question about where the colours of
whole words came from, and an invitation to write any
thoughts or feedback they wanted us to know. Between these
two spaces, 16 out of the 20 synaesthetes who completed
the test provided written descriptions of their synaesthetic
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As research on synaesthesia diversifies, it is becoming
clear that some of the assumptions frequently made about
grapheme-colour synaesthesia may not be consistently true of
all synaesthetes, and may, in fact, obscure the true nature of
synaesthetes’ experiences. Two of these assumptions, in particular, are challenged by recent results: one about the number
of colours in a word, and the other about the nature of those colours. That is, synaesthesia researchers have frequently assumed
that a single colour is sufficient to represent a synaesthete’s
colour association for a word [9,13,20], and that that single
colour is straightforwardly derived from a single letter source
within that word, typically the first letter or vowel [14,21].
These assumptions were indeed based on case studies and
reports from synaesthetes themselves [7,9,18,22], and these
reports strongly influenced the directions of subsequent
work. However, recent studies have begun to offer synaesthetes
more colour options, the results of which highlight major gaps
in the scientific understanding of synaesthetic experiences.
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synaesthesia, this paper tested EP’s associations with a range
of stimuli, including words of various semantic categories,
names and individual letters. Similarly, subsequent studies
and reports sought to describe a variety of synaesthetic experiences across a large sample of the population. Among others,
Day [8] describes data and patterns gleaned from hundreds of
synaesthetes, even mentioning synaesthetes with ‘two…[or]
more than two’ colours for a single letter (p. 13). Rich et al. [9]
also collected synaesthete’s descriptions of their experiences
induced by letters, digits, days of the week, names and a variety
of nouns. In other words, these studies often focused on capturing the range and inherent heterogeneity of synaesthetic
experiences as far as possible.
In recent years, interest has grown in the value of
grapheme-colour synaesthesia as a tool to investigate the
underlying structure of language. In 2007, Simner suggested
that language has a ‘special’ status in synaesthesia, based on
the predominance of linguistic items as inducers, and called
for more research into the essentially psycholinguistic basis
of grapheme-colour synaesthesia. For subsequent research in
this area, the goal is not only to better describe and understand
synaesthesia but to use these systematic correspondences
between language and colour to test theories regarding various
linguistic and psycholinguistic processes. Thus far, several
areas of psycholinguistic interest have been investigated
using synaesthesia, including morphological processing
[10–12], visual word recognition [13,14] and grapheme acquisition [15,16]. However, this focus on correspondences
between linguistic features of words (such as frequency or
morphological structure) and particular features of their
synaesthetic colours (such as their hue, saturation and luminance) has resulted in, or at least coincided with, a narrowing
of the variables collected to investigate these patterns. It may
be no coincidence that this keen interest in the implications of
synaesthetic colours for psycholinguistic theory was much
invigorated after the development of the Synesthesia Battery
[17]. The grapheme-colour test in the Battery made the quick
online verification of synaesthetes possible for large-scale,
detailed data collection, and simultaneously defined a real
synaesthete specifically by their consistency in selecting one
colour per capital letter on an HTML colour palette. Perhaps,
as a side effect, it also concentrated researchers’ interest specifically on synaesthetes with colours for written letters, rather
than for spoken words (as with EP) or even necessarily for
whole written words (as some synaesthetes have reported,
e.g. [18]). In order to develop this measure—which, to
be clear, has been invaluable for both researchers and
synaesthetes—operationalization decisions were made that
disregarded many of the qualitative details that earlier, less
streamlined studies had documented. With this paradigm
widely accepted as the predominant testing method for
synaesthesia research, much of the variety of the synaesthetic
experience is no longer measured by default in favour of a
single, easily captured colour measure.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to argue whether these
consistency measures are truly representative of what defines
a synaesthete (cf. [1,2,19]), but I will argue that this narrowed
operationalization of grapheme-colour synaesthesia must be
expanded again to account for the inherent idiosyncrasy of
synaesthetic experiences. I will suggest that relying on the
predominant method of gathering synaesthetic concurrents
specifically and only as single colours artificially restricts
both the research questions that scientists in this field ask
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The second, related, assumption is that the colour of a word
derives straightforwardly from the colour of a particular grapheme—that is, if R is purple, so will be rain and rhythm and
any other word beginning with R. Experimental reports often
state that synaesthetes report word colours that correspond systematically to the colour of the first letter [9,18,21,22] or the first
vowel [14]. However, these studies are limited in that they,
again, typically only obtain a single colour per word. It could
then be the case that when asked for the colour of a whole
word, synaesthetes report the most salient letter-colour, starting
from the beginning of the word. This is unsurprising, as the
importance of the initial letter is well-established in the visual
word recognition literature (e.g. [24–27]). However, because
synaesthetes only have the option to provide one colour, only
the first-letter colour is recorded,1 and becomes conflated with
the whole-word colour, rather than the first colour of potentially
several within the word.
Additionally, studies linking whole-word colour to a
particular letter were often investigated with colour-term
descriptions (e.g. synaesthetes asked to describe in words the
colour they experienced for R and rain), where using the
same colour category when describing the colour of the word
and the colour of its initial letter counted as a match (e.g.
[9,21]. Even when more precise colours were collected using
colour palettes, they were often interpreted in terms of colour
categories (e.g. [13]). The use of colour categories rather than
particular colours selected by synaesthetes may obscure
subtle but important distinctions within a colour category,
which may map meaningfully onto correspondingly subtle
influences of spelling, meaning and canonical colour.
However, simply obtaining more nuanced colours is not
enough, when synaesthetes also report that what they are
asked by researchers to provide does not adequately reflect
their experiences. Again, from the same study described
above [23], one synaesthete characterized their colours as
‘‘metallic’ in nature sometimes or like the northern lights…
my colours have grades and variants and shades. A photoshop
like pallet [sic] is sometimes hard to choose a colour of a word
with because my colours can be detailed and varying within a
space.’ Tellingly, one synaesthete described experiencing colours in a way that cannot be captured by a colour palette,
and mentioned doing their best to make a decision based on
other factors: ‘[S]ome of the words I saw with two colours in
a stripe effect based on dominant letter and meaning. I did
not know how to indicate this and so chose the strongest
colour if it was dominant.’ These reports not only provide
further evidence that the simple single-colour test may not be
adequate, but also introduce the idea of letter dominance, an
as-yet-unstudied quality of the synaesthetic experience.

5. Letter dominance
The most striking recurrent theme across the responses
described above [23] was the repeated reference to ‘strong’ or
‘dominant’ letters, which have a greater influence on the
colour of the word than ‘weaker’ letters. This is sometimes
the first letter, but not always. One synaesthete explains:
Some letters are stronger than others, and so in those cases when
they are the first letter of a word, they color the entire word.
Other letters are less strong, and so those tend to blend together
to make a new color. If it’s a blend of strong letters, then it’s like a
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4. Sources of whole-word colours
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experiences. The voluntary descriptions of these colour experiences, many of them thoughtful and detailed, paint quite a
different picture than a straightforward one-word-one-colour
experience. Almost all of the comments describe experiencing
multiple colours in a word. Several participants mentioned
that the first letter tended to be influential, but are also subject
to other influences downstream, as one synaesthete described:
‘In the majority of cases, the whole word colour comes from
one of the first few letters in the word…Often, others letters in
the word affect the overall colour of a word, such as the word
bleed—b words are often bright blue (for b), but bleed is very
dark blue because of the black of the ’e’s…’ Several synaesthetes
mentioned that the colour selection task, and particularly the
option of choosing only one colour, did not reflect their actual
experience. One synaesthete said that they experience ‘several
colours simultaneously—i.e. instead of mixing red and blue to
get purple, imagine wearing those 3D glasses that have one
blue lens and one red lens, so you’re experiencing both colours
at the same time. Only being able to choose one colour for
a word is difficult and sometimes inaccurate [sic].’ These
detailed descriptions highlight the diversity and complexity of
synaesthetes’ experiences, as well as evident thoughtfulness
about the systematic influences that form a synaesthete’s colours.
Here, I note again that the grapheme-colour synaesthetes
who are asked to provide single colours for whole words are
often identified by the consistency of their colour associations
with individual letters. It is not clear that synaesthetes with this
subtype of synaesthesia can always reasonably be expected to
have single or separate colours for whole words, beyond a
composite of the colours of the individual letters—indeed,
one would reasonably expect that for such synaesthetes, multiple colours in the word based on a combination of letter
colours would be the norm, rather than the exception.
Based on these reports, it is clearly the case that at least
some synaesthetes experience multiple colours per word as a
matter of course, and that the single whole-word colour does
not accurately represent their synaesthetic experience. The
next logical questions, such as how common it is for a given
synaesthete to experience multiple colours for words, what
proportion of synaesthetes have multi-coloured words, and
how important these multiple colours are to a synaesthete’s
word processing, have never been systematically investigated.
That is, researchers investigating the cognitive, perceptual
or linguistic connections between synaesthetic colours and
words have no evidence that it is safe to ignore the multiple colours that a synaesthete may experience for a single word. One
could point out that we also do not have sufficient evidence
that it is not safe to ignore them, but I am not proposing hypotheses, but rather advocating research design based on evidence
rather than assumptions. Only two studies to date have explicitly obtained multiple colours per word in an experimental
setting: our compound words study [12], and a case study
by Blazej & Cohen-Goldberg [10]. In both these studies, the
one- versus two-colour difference was of experimental interest,
but to date, no study has investigated how many colours
synaesthetes experience or report per word as a baseline or
as a function of length, morphological structure, frequency,
etc. This is a fundamental gap in the scientific portrayal of
grapheme-colour synaesthesia, but also represents a golden
opportunity both to expand our understanding of synaesthesia
itself and gain a clearer reference point from which to explore
exactly how synaesthesia maps onto language, as I will
elaborate on further below.

mural of very distinct, individual colors. And then every once in
a while there are letters that have a pattern with multiple colors.

In presenting these arguments, I have no desire to dispute the
existence of trends or ‘rules’ providing the underlying structure
that scaffold synaesthetic experience (cf. [38]). Indeed, the entire
logic of studying language using synaesthetic associations
depends on the fundamental assumption that synaesthetic concurrents for linguistic inducers are in some way systematically
related to the features of those inducers [39,40]. However,
the limits imposed by the current methods of obtaining the
colour associations for those linguistic items, and the assumptions that guide the design of those methods, similarly restrict
the generalizability of those studies’ conclusions.
As an example of this problem, Mankin et al. [12] reported
that synaesthetes were more likely to report two colours for a
compound word, rather than one, when the compound was
lower in frequency. The authors pointed to this as evidence of
dual- or multiple-route models of compound processing, on
the assumption that a single colour for a compound was an
index of its lexicalization as a single word. However, no study
thus far has established, using a large bank of randomly
selected high- and low-frequency words with a variety of
morphological structures, how many colours synaesthetes
experience for any given word. Without that context, it is
impossible to say whether Mankin et al.’s [12] results were
specific to compound words, or if any sort of multi-syllabic
word would show the same frequency-based pattern regardless
of morphological structure. Additionally, no study thus far
has established whether this correspondence between the
number of colours and the frequency of a word is, in fact, a
pattern unique to synaesthetes. It could be the case that nonsynaesthetes, if asked to assign any number of colours to a list
of compound words, would also be more likely to select two
colours for lower-frequency compounds. If this were the case,
it would not only give us some very interesting insight into
the mapping between colours and words as a more general cognitive correspondence, but could save researchers having to
recruit synaesthetes specifically for studies of this type.
As mentioned above, interest in studying psycholinguistic
questions with synaesthesia is a subfield generating increasing
interest. For researchers interested in fine-grained linguistic
phenomena, using synaesthetic experiences requires an equally
precise and sensitive measure of colour concurrents that adequately captures the salient elements of the synaesthetic
experience; the critical question is what are, and are not, salient
elements. For researchers interested in studying, as another
example, reading and visual word recognition, a single colour
per word is simply not sufficient. In order to contribute meaningfully to the long-standing debate over how different letters
inform the recognition of a word [41], researchers must be
able to model how each letter contributes to the overall
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6. Implications for the psycholinguistics of
synaesthesia
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This characteristic of letter dominance has, to date, never been
experimentally investigated by synaesthesia researchers,2 but
in this sample, over half (N = 13, 65%) of the synaesthetes independently and spontaneously mentioned letter dominance as a
primary influence in determining word colour.3 Many of them
do note that the first letter of the word often dominates the
whole-word colour, but explicitly point out that other dominant letters further on in the word have a disproportionate
influence on word colour, for example: ‘For words, it can sometimes be the colour of the first letter, or a mixture of several
dominant colours in the word.’ Another participant explained
that letter dominance can be the primary source of whole-word
colour: ‘The colour of the word is formed from the dominant
letters. For example ’f’ is a dominant letter and will give the
word a green tinge. ’a’ is dominant letter and will give
the word a yellow colour [sic].’ It is particularly interesting to
note that only three of the synaesthetes mentioned a strong
or dominant colour; this dominance was usually described as
a property of the letter itself, not the colour per se—although
the colour of the letter is strengthened within the word because
of its association with the dominant letter. Therefore, it seems
that dominant letters may have a disproportionate influence
on the synaesthetic colours of whole words, regardless of the
nature of the colour associated with that letter and possibly
independent of, or despite, position in the word. If letter dominance is indeed a quality of synaesthesia that is common
among grapheme-colour synaesthetes, this would imply that
attempting to capture letter-to-word colouring patterns without taking letter dominance into account presents an
incomplete picture of the true nature of whole-word colouring.
As these comments have shown, the quality of letter dominance may be a widespread and influential characteristic
of synaesthetic colour associations. Subsequent studies may
investigate whether this dominant quality is a type of personality associated with the letters, as in ordinal linguistic
personification (i.e. a different subtype of synaesthesia which
associates personality traits with graphemes, e.g. C is a timid
male or 8 an perfectionistic female; [33,34]). Alternatively,
letter dominance may not be a full-fledged personality trait,
but rather a conceptual property of each letter, or further
related to properties of the associated colours (e.g. lightness
and saturation), particular hues, letter frequency, position in
the alphabet sequence, shape and so on. It may be that there
are trends in the dominance of certain letters as there are
trends in their associated colours (e.g. [9,16,35–37]), which
could be connected to the processes involved in recognizing
graphemes and words and therefore uncover a new tool for
studying these psycholinguistics mechanisms. On the other
hand, a letter’s dominance may also be linked to its perceptual
form, such that more visually complex, repeated, bold-faced, or
capital letters may be more dominant.4 Naturally, all of the
above is speculation at this point; aside from the reports of
synaesthetes, as of yet I have no experimental results to support
any claims about the characteristics of dominant letters, nor can
I produce evidence that such a quality is widespread among
grapheme-colour synaesthetes aside from that described
above. The lack of existing evidence, however, is by no
means proof that letter dominance is not an interesting or influential synaesthetic quality, when these qualitative reports by
synaesthetes have not yet been systematically investigated.

The essential point is that the importance, impact and influence
of a variety of qualities on synaesthetic associations—of which
letter dominance is one example—is not only underevidenced but often completely unknown. It is precisely this
lack of research, combined with qualitative reports from
synaesthetes consistently identifying these qualities as important, that should motivate and inspire researchers to expand
the documented, scientific understanding of synaesthesia to
more fully capture synaesthetes’ experiences.

The preceding sections have argued that current research work
on grapheme-colour synaesthesia has in large part potentially
neglected to measure or account for critical aspects of the
nature of synaesthesia because of a priori assumptions about
what is important to measure and what is not. This is by no
means to say that the preceding decades of research work are
useless, or even wrong; scientific progression is by necessity a
slow, careful, and incremental process building on existing
ideas and filling in outstanding gaps. What I propose here is
to expand our current understanding by embracing the richness and complexity of synaesthesia as the individuals who
experience it report it to be. Of course, researchers studying
synaesthesia cannot account for all the individual nuances in
synaesthetic experiences if they want to be able to identify
underlying patterns and systematic relationships. At some
point, the map becomes the territory, and the idiosyncratic
quirks of letter and colour that, to the synaesthete, are a
valued and cherished part of their perception of the world
become indecipherably complex to the scientist attempting to
understand them. However, imposing limitations on the complexity of the experience in order to obtain data that researchers
can meaningfully analyse assumes from the start that finding a
simple, parsimonious explanation is the ideal result, instead of
understanding the experience itself. Here I advocate taking a
step back to understand and describe what synaesthetes do
in fact typically experience first, and to attempt to identify patterns and causal relationships only when the overall picture is
more fully developed.

8. Call for exploratory studies
At this moment there is so much still unknown about
synaesthesia that it is difficult to know where to begin. An
essential first step must be to establish the baseline range of
experiences of a large number of synaesthetes, and only then
to explore the full variety of those experiences for potential
underlying trends or correspondences. Several well-known
papers have done this for specific aspects of synaesthetic experience—for instance, Rich et al. [9] and Simner et al. [37] on the
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7. Recommendations for future work

population-level trends in letter-colour pairings. By sampling
from a large number of synaesthetes and non-synaesthetes,
these studies established that particular letters tend to have a
particular colour concurrent—for example, A is famously red
(at least in English; [16,35]), Q purple, D brown, etc. That is,
these studies set the groundwork for future research investigating why these trends exist by first acquiring colours and
letters from a large sample. Once that broader picture was
established, the trends within could be identified.
A similar process should be undertaken to identify
what, if any, aspects of letters and words besides hue may
be consistent or salient for synaesthetes. The first critical
consideration is to embrace the inherent heterogeneity of
synaesthetic experience and compile a picture of synaesthesia
in all of its manifestations. This requires large-scale surveys or
tests of grapheme-colour synaesthetes, allowing them to elaborate on the qualities their synaesthetic associations may
have, without disregarding anything on an a priori basis.
Once a large and thorough inventory of the full spectrum
of synaesthetic experiences is available, this database may
then provide a wealth of information on potential underlying
systematicity between graphemes and colours. The value of
such exploratory and data-gathering work is clearly evident
in large database studies such as Witthoft et al.’s [42] study
on learned patterns in grapheme-colour associations, and
Novich et al.’s [4] work on subgroups and comorbidity of
synaesthesia subtypes. These large databases are invaluable,
and I argue here that they need expansion, not replacement.
At the moment, the Synesthesia Database, compiled primarily via the Synesthesia Battery (www.synesthete.org), does
not provide synaesthetes the option to give this sort of
data, so new tests and measures must be developed that
capture the full range of synaesthetic experiences for letters
and words. Such research could establish whether some letters
are more likely than others to be, for example, sparkly, seethrough, reflective or shiny, or which letters may be more or
less likely to have a strong colour impression, or to have
more than one colour. Ideally, these new tests and studies
would first be piloted with small groups of synaesthetes to
identify potentially informative qualities of letter-colours that
may be as yet unknown to researchers. It may, of course, be
the case that few or none of these qualities—which
synaesthetes are frequently at pains to describe to researchers,
when given the chance—turn out to be consistently or systematically mapped onto particular graphemes. They may well not
be scientifically interesting or informative at all, except as curiosities or embellishments. But until research of sufficient rigour
and scope has reliably established this, there is no reason to dismiss them as such—and good reason not to, should these
understudied qualities turn out to be scientifically relevant.
At the word level, this groundwork is even more critically
lacking. Researchers interested in the synaesthetic colours of
words are in sore need of norming studies to establish baselines, composed of associations from synaesthetes on large
sets of words with a variety of properties. These norming databases would not be primarily concerned with the specific
colours of particular words, but rather the systematic mapping
between linguistic features of words and corresponding
features of the synaesthetic associations for those words.
Without a substantive database of words with a variety of
synaesthetic associations available to compare to, it is extremely difficult to tell what is actually of psycholinguistic (or
psychological, or cognitive, or perceptual) interest and what
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synaesthetic colour experience of that word, and how those contributions may change in different contexts of interest (e.g. with
different syllable structures, with letters in different positions
within the word, etc.). If indeed qualities such as letter dominance are influential in determining word colouring, such
models must account for them as well. For instance, when
trying to understand the representation of the word rain
based on its letters, a researcher might expect that the word
rain is purple based on a purple R. However, if the yellow
letter N is particularly dominant, the colour of rain may be
yellow rather than purple. This would be inexplicable without
including all of the letters in the representation of the word,
and would appear to the researcher to be a word that did not
match its expected letter colour, for an unknown reason. Such
a model including both the colour of each letter and its strength
might allow researchers to actually visualize the influence of
different letters on word recognition using those colour patterns. However, this research must be founded on a much
more substantial groundwork that puts specific contrasts in
the context of the full spectrum of synaesthetic experiences.

A critical feature of norming studies like the ones proposed
above will be input from a large number of synaesthetes
with a variety of experiences. In the current research climate
emphasizing replicability and sufficient statistical power,
synaesthesia researchers cannot continue depending on case
studies and sample sizes that barely scrape into double
digits to make sweeping statements about the nature of
synaesthesia. As previously mentioned, many of the highly
cited influential early papers on synaesthesia—which contributed significantly to shaping the assumptions that this
paper has sought to challenge—are indeed case studies,
such as EP [18], MLS [22], JW [14] and JIW [43]. Naturally,
before synaesthesia was well known or even recognized as
a legitimate psychological phenomenon, and before a quick
standardized test for verifying synaesthesia had been developed, case studies played a critical role in exploring the
characteristics of synaesthetic experiences. Now that there
are online communities of synaesthetes thousands strong
and easily shareable online tests, statistically unreliable
sample sizes should similarly be a thing of the past when
researchers wish to generalize to the synaesthete experience,
or more broadly, to the underlying processes of language in
everyone. Otherwise, researchers risk establishing research
precedents that are meant to reflect the experiences of
millions of people based on the particular characteristics
of a few dozen.

10. Collaboration
The two recommendations above—establish a baseline, and
test large samples—will be difficult for any single researcher,
or even a well-funded laboratory group, to achieve on their
own. Luckily, working alone is not necessary. Recent papers
combining data from different laboratories in different
languages have showcased the value of collaboration across
institutions and nations [35,36], providing insight across populations and languages that would have been prohibitively
expensive or impractical in isolation. Establishing a baseline
successfully, with participation from synaesthetes in sufficient
numbers to develop a clearer picture of synaesthesia as a
phenomenon, should be a priority of the synaesthesia research
community as a whole, in the interest of creating resources and
challenging assumptions that enhance the entire community’s
ability to ask and answer good scientific questions.

11. Recommendations for individual researchers
For an individual researcher designing a new study involving
synaesthetes, I believe the best practice will be to make choices,
not assumptions. That is to say, it is not the case that obtaining a
single colour for each word, or any of the other assumptions I
have addressed above, is always inappropriate. Rather, each
researcher should consider their options carefully and choose
how many colours to obtain, or what other qualities or ratings
to ask for from synaesthetes, without dismissing any of these
options out of hand. On the other side of this coin, it can be
very difficult to know what data may, in fact, be useful to collect,
and what may be superfluous, since not enough is currently
known about the overall nature of synaesthetic experiences to
make this determination from the outset based on the literature.
Until the exploratory studies described above are able to shed
light on this process, I suggest that the individual researcher
consider the following when designing their study.
1: Describe rather than compare. Although there are
many external pressures on researchers to test hypotheses
and report significant results, outside of pure scientific curiosity (e.g. [47]), research on synaesthesia is in need of descriptive
and exploratory studies to lay the groundwork for subsequent
hypothesis-testing studies. As described above, consider developing a study to better understand and capture synaesthetic
experiences, rather than making a specific a priori hypothesis.
Only proceed with a specific hypothesis if there is enough
extant contextualizing research to be confident that the
manipulation you are intending to use, and the way you will
measure it, is truly reflective of synaesthetes’ experiences.
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9. Sufficient sample size

The other side to collaboration is also critical to understanding synaesthesia better: namely, listening to synaesthetes
themselves. Synaesthetic experiences can and have been objectively verified to be real (e.g. [17,44,45], among many others),
but the nature of those experiences—that is, what a given
synaesthete actually sees, or hears, or feels, when presented
with an inducing stimulus—cannot be objectively ascertained
by technological or behavioural methods. In short, researchers
desiring to learn what the experience of synaesthesia is actually
like must ask synaesthetes; otherwise, they will be investigating synaesthesia as they assume it must be, rather than as it
actually is experienced. Indeed, Smilek & Dixon [46] similarly
advocated for first-person reports from synaesthetes to be
integrated into the research design and interpretation process, citing many early successes in small case studies that
synergistically combined experimental and subjective data.
Researchers desiring to do this would be well advised to
invite the input of synaesthetes themselves throughout the process of developing and implementing new tests and studies.
As an example, I am currently undertaking the development
of a new multi-colour test for words in order to address
the concerns I have articulated here. Once a beta version
of the test has been finalized, I will make it available to online
synaesthete communities for play testing and invite feedback
and suggestions. By iteratively incorporating synaesthetes’
and researchers’ feedback, I hope to develop a mutually satisfactory and beneficial research tool that will eventually be
available to the synaesthesia community as a whole, both scientists and synaesthetes. Simply put, collaborations like this
between researchers and synaesthetes will be essential to fully
understanding synaesthesia.

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb

may simply be the prevailing way that synaesthetes experience
colours for words of a particular length, or syllable structure,
or prosodic pattern, or morphological construction, or shape,
etc. For researchers interested in grapheme-colour synaesthesia
as a tool for investigating psycholinguistic phenomena,
I believe that large-scale normed databases of words and
synaesthetic associations are crucial not only for identifying
population-level trends worth following up with carefully controlled tests, but also for providing essential context for any
work on the psycholinguistic features of synaesthetic associations. Beyond grapheme-colour synaesthesia, researchers
interested in personalities for letters, or colours for music, or
any other synaesthetic pairing, could make use of similar
norming databases of a variety of inducers to provide context
for their tests.

5: Gather feedback from synaesthete participants. As
standard, include the opportunity in your test or questionnaire
for synaesthetes to give feedback about their experience taking
your test and any comments or ideas about the synaesthetic
experience that you have elicited. These reflections can provide
context for puzzling results, or may suggest an explanation you
had not previously considered.

12. Summary

Data accessibility. This article has no additional data.
Competing interests. We declare we have no competing interests.
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Endnotes
1

A minority of synaesthetes report word colours based on vowels
rather than first letters/consonants [21,28]. It is not yet clear why
this distinction exists, although recent evidence has suggested that
vowels and consonants contribute differently to word recognition
[29–31]. Further discussion is forthcoming in Mankin and Simner [32].
2
Researchers have used the term ‘dominant’ to describe the strongest
colour in a compound word [12] and the most influential letter in
determining a whole word’s colour ([9,10,14,21]; etc.). However, the
quality of ‘letter dominance’ described at present is a different characteristic, apparently referring to an intrinsic quality of the letter itself;
i.e. colours are dominant in the word because they derive from letters

Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B 374: 20180350

As a matter of urgency, all future research into synaesthesia, and
especially research interested in complex and nuanced influences of language and meaning, must consider carefully the
assumptions that underlie current research design. It is past
time to discard research practices that are retained not because
they accurately capture synaesthetic experiences, but because
they simplify the collection and analysis of data for researchers.
This paper has already identified some specific ways that current research could be improved or expanded. For instance,
I have shown in-depth that the current assumptions that
influence research into synaesthetes’ colour experiences may
consistently disregard crucial details about synaesthetic colours
for words, which in turn directly impacts the applicability
of that research to the larger questions about natural language
processing that researchers are attempting to address.
This paper has argued that synaesthesia research on the
whole, and particularly the emergent and growing field of
research on the psycholinguistics of synaesthesia, must take
careful stock of the methods and assumptions currently
employed. In particular, I have argued that the currently established methods of obtaining and analysing colours for words
are not sufficient to reflect the level of variation and detail that
synaesthetes experience as a matter of course—details which
may be fundamental to understanding and using synaesthesia
as a tool for investigating language. The as-yet-unstudied quality of letter dominance is among many other basic elements of
the synaesthetic experience for words that lacks a coherent
baseline picture. Therefore, I have also called for large-scale
exploratory studies examining the way synaesthetes subjectively understand and interpret their experience of colours for
words, and further research establishing how various aspects
of synaesthetic colours map systematically onto linguistic features for words. I believe it is crucial to examine carefully both
the assumptions researchers make and the conclusions we can
reasonably draw in order to contribute meaningful insight
into the psycholinguistic investigation of synaesthesia.
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2: Build on synaesthetes’ experiences. Whether designing a study from scratch or building on or replicating an
existing one, incorporate the ideas and experiences of
synaesthetes into the design process wherever possible.
This can be achieved by posing the research question
informally to synaesthetes as part of piloting the study.
Communities such as the Synaesthesia Research Facebook
group, the UK and American Synaesthesia Associations
(uksynaesthesia.com and synesthesia.info), the International
Association of Synaesthetes, Artists and Scientists (IASAS;
theiasas.com), and the subreddit r/Synesthesia are examples
of large associations of synaesthetes who frequently take an
active interest in researchers’ work. Inviting ideas from the
synaesthete community may not only elicit new ideas or
hypotheses but may also generate interest in the study for
later participation.
3: Make choices, not assumptions. Approach your study
without deciding a priori which elements of the synaesthetic
experience may be informative and which can be disregarded. Use the recurring ideas from synaesthetes via (2),
above, to expand your ideas about which variables may be
relevant for a study about, for instance, the colours of
words. Once you have a list of qualities that may be of interest—for example, the colours of individual letters within the
word, each letter’s position in the word, the dominance of
those letters, how many colours are associated with each
word, and the morphological structure and number of letters
in the words of interest—you can then review this list in practical terms. As a first step, you may find that some qualities
are simple to measure, even if a formal test does not yet
exist: for instance, measuring letter dominance could be
achieved by simply listing all the letters of the alphabet and
asking synaesthetes to rate the dominance of each letter on
a Likert scale. Such a test is both simple to create and to complete, so it would be worth including this synaesthetic quality
in your research design. The remaining qualities, such as
measuring multiple colours per word, may be more challenging, and you may not have the time or resources to create an
appropriate apparatus. In this case, if you do have to use a
suboptimal test (e.g. one that only collects one colour per
word, or collects multiple colours but without an explicit
mapping between the colours of the letters and the colour
of the whole word), you can decide to do so with a clear
understanding of what the potential confounds and limitations of your study may be. Finally, if you are intending to
perform a confirmatory statistical test (rather than an exploratory analysis), chose to include variables that have a clear
purpose and expected effect, either known or hypothesized.
Qualities that are both difficult to measure and unclear in
their expected influence—such as, at this point, the shininess
of a particular letter—may necessarily be shelved until a
better test apparatus is available, or exploratory studies
show such a quality to be influential in word colouring.
4: Design a test. As the synaesthesia research community
grows, more synaesthesia tests, such as the Synesthesia
Battery (synesthete.org) and the Synaesthesia Toolkit (syntoolkit.org) will be available to researchers interested in
synaesthesia. However, avoid operationalizing your research
question in a particular way simply because the test already
exists, e.g. collecting only one colour per word because the
extant tests only offer that option. Let reports from
synaesthetes and your research question drive test design,
rather than the reverse, whenever possible.

database specifically for synaesthesia research, some of them may
have participated in studies before, and possibly had contact with
each other. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that these participants obtained
the idea from other sources or colluded to produce these descriptions.
4
My thanks to an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
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